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addition to Montana’s clergy, and lias a most enviable
reputation as a speaker.
The Declamatory contest will take place on June 1st,
at 8:30 P. M. This contest is open to Preparatory
students only, the prize being $20, offered by a citizen
of Missoula, whose modesty forbids disclosing his name.
The halls are always filled when this event occurs.
The annual recital of the School of Music will begin
on the evening of June 3rd, at 8:30 o’clock. To those wno
have heretofore attended these most pleasurable e r ^ r
tainments it is unnecessary to say anything of tkeir
merit. To those who have been •unfortunate enough
miss them we can say that we are doing uem a greafavor when we advise them not to allow anything to revent their attendance.

“Coming events cast their shadows before,” and as
this number of the Kaimin is the last before the Com
The Buckley contest in oratory is another most inter
mencement number, it is quite apropos that we should esting ’Varsity occasion, and will take place in Univer
devote a little space to the subject of the numerous and sity hall on the evening of June 4th. This contest is
sundry, entertainments that will be furnished by the open alike to collegiate and preparatory students, the
University coterie during the next two months.
prize being $20, offered by Dr. J. J. Buckley in honor of
The approach of Commencement is a period fraught his father, H. N. Buckley. All the entries for the con
with intense interest. When the rigor of brain work test have not yet been reported, but there promises to
begins to relax somewhat, when the way seems appre be a goodly number of contestants, and the race will,
ciably clearer before us and we begin to feel that we as usual, be a close and excising one.
are almost “out of the woods,” then comes the con
sideration of those affairs that belong essentially to the
Field Day is June 5th, and a most exciting tji'rue is
social life of the University.
promised. With a baseball game between faculty and
One event is somewhat of an innovation. On the students, a basket ball game by the girls, tenuis games,
14th of May, Arbor Day, the class of ’01 will plant Vir races, jumping, vaulting, shot putting, etc., etc., the day
ginia Creeper around the tower of University hall, with promises to be full of interest. The running track will
exercises appropriate to the occasion, conducted by this be completed and the baseball diamond formed. En
grave and august body. The class will also dedicate a thusiasm is running high, and the University means to
huge boulder, that reposes on the campus, to their own make its mark in athletics on that momentous occasion.
lasting memory, with ceremonies to match the serious We would Itfke to see the campus full of spectators.
ness of the occasion. These services will be held out of
doors, and the public is most cordially invited to partici
The Alumni reunion will take place on June 5th at
pate. The event should be of particular interest, since 8.'SO1o'clock p. m. This event is confined, of course, to
it is the first of its kind, and introduces class functions graduates and their guests, and is purely a social affair.
which have not heretofore received their proper attention.
May 31st occurs another in the series of entertainments,
On the following day, June 6th, at 10:30 o’clock, will
when the annual address before the Literary societies he the great event of the year—Comencement. On
will be delivered. On this evening, also, the diplomas that day the ambitions of nine long-suffering students
from the societies are granted to the graduatingmembers. will be realized. The hoods will be placed over their
The speaker, who h>as been invited for the evening is shoulders, the diplomas will be placed in their hands,
Hon. E. 3. Weed of Helena, one of Montana’s celebrated and with wisdom written upon their brows they will go
orators, and. a gentleman whom the people of Missoula out of ’Varsity life, Batc.helors-of-Something. The senior®
will be most pleased to -hear. The societies m|ake it a themselves do not participate in the exercises more than
point to invite one from: the ranks of Montana’s most this, but an address is delivered by one of Montana’s
intellectual citizens, to address them.
scholars. The speaker to whom the students and citi
zens of Missoula will have the honor to listen on this
On Sunday,. Jun£ £d, is preached the Baccalaureate occasion is Hon. T. H. Carter, ex-senator from Montana,
sermon tp Lithe graduates. This service is of course, and a man of International reputation. It is unnecessary
always public :and Is second only to Commencement day to say more. The hall is always filled to its utmost
in importance. The Baccalaureate sermon will be capacity on Commencement day, and there is no doubt
preached by Mr. MjacOar&iy, minister of the First Congre that there will be throngs to listen to so eminent and
gational church of Helena. Mr, MacCarthy is a recent scholarly a speaker as Mr. Carter.
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VARIATIONS.

Variation is defined as “those changes in organisms
which make them appreciably different from their parents
or from their species.” The term “variation” is thus made
to include such differences as physical and chemical, as
as well as differences in size, form of bojdy, etc.
It was the erroneous idea of earlier scientists that “an
organism arising under conditions entirely similar to
those of its immediate ancestors would not vary from
them, but would develop in perfect facsimile to them; and
therefore that “variation is incident to heterogeneity of
of environment.” But for those variations which appear
early in life, it is impossible to suggest environmental
conditions as the stimulus or the cause; that iis, tlhe en
vironments of the new individual cannot possibly as yet
have caused the variation whjich that organism exhibits.
Of course many claim that if the parent enters new
environments and dwells there until the bqdy or habit Is
in some way affected by the new charactrs are transmis
sible. It would seem that such characters are more or
less transmissible, but there is lack of sufficient data to
enable scientists to say positively. In cases, however,
where the parent hias not changed environment!, there ap
pears often early in Life variations in its offspring; and
no two of its progeny are exactly alike. We then con
cluded that the variation, let it consist in what it may, is
the exi ression of some novelty in the protoplasmic con
ditions of the germ cells.
As to what should cause changes in the germ cells,
some have suggested that it is “the nature of living mat
ter to differentiate; others, that immediate environments
<ot tnc germ cells such as blood, body cavity, fluid, water,
etc. is complex and variable and may effect ijhe change;
but when we consider that every multicellular organism
arises from an egg cell fertilized by a spermatozoon, we
Eee that the changes involved make new combinations of
living substance or vital qualities both possible and neces
sary.
Variation when it first occurs is spontaneous, that is,
without experience, “so far as the individual or the race to
which it belongs is concerned, tjhe varying act is an
original act”
Heredity consists in reproducing that which has al
ready appeared.
Evolution then goes on something like this—an organ
ism has a variation independent of heredity, if that vari
ation happens to be beneficial to the organism natural
selection keeps it, and when a new species is to be origin
ated, transmits and “preserves less variably the charac
ter acquired by variation.”
Besides this artificial selection there is the artificial
selection by which man propagates desirable qualities or
characteristics in animals and plants.
There is hardly an organ or quality in plants or ani
mals which has not been observed to vary; when any of
these variations have been useful or desirable to man, he.
has been able to increase them to a marvelous extent.
But on comparing the variations which occur in any one
generation of domesticated animals with those which we
know to occur in wild animals, we find no evidence of
erreater individual variation in the former than in the
latter.
The greyhound and the spaniel are varieties of one
animal produced by man’s selection; this seems extra
ordinary, but we usually think lfttle of the diversities of
the fox and wolf; or of the horse and zebra, because we

have been accustomed to look upon them as radically
distinct animals, not as the result of nature’s selection of
the varieties of a common ancestor.
In nature all the more important modifications of
animals and plants, originally of the same species, are the
result of the struggle toward more perfect adaptation of
Environment, or in other words, the result of the struggle
for life. Those animals least adapted to their environ
ments are eliminated; this is a method nature has of
keeping the population from outrunning the moans of
subsistence.
The modifications which animals or plants take< upon
themselves in the struggle for life may consist in a change
of bodily structure, a change in color, a physiological
difference, or a difference of habit, but we must remember
that dt is all a solving of the same problem—how to main
tain life.
By the older naturalists, varieties, especially if num
erous and differing minutely were looked upon as a nuis
ance, because they made lit hard to give any exact defi
nition of species, and to clearly classify the different
species and describe them or their different forms was
considered the chief end of natural history.
Collectors cared only for the “typical forms” in tlheir
cabinets; now, what makes, a collection valuable is that
it contains “illustratory specimens of nearly all the
varieties tba/t occur in a single species.
The
important deductions which may be drawn by study
ing the varieties that occur in a single species or genus
is illustrated by the following example.
In the Sandwich Islands there have been found about
one hundred and seventy-five species of land shells, re
presented by seven hundred or eight hundred varieties.
The naturalist who studied them carefully says that
there may be frequently found a genus represented in
several successive valleys .by allied species, and that
In every such case, the valleys that are nearest to each
other furnish the most nearly allied forms; and that “a
full set of the varieties of each species presentis a rdinute gradation of forms between the more divergent types
found in the more widely separated localities.”
It would seem then that the more widely separated
localities furnish a greater difference in environment and
and as a result a greater difference of organisms; it is
also reasonable to suppose that here isolation played an
important part, and that the most widely separated organ
isms would tend to differ most on account of the pre
vention of inter-crossing with a common species, or
with a common variety of the same species. It would
probably be well to note here the fact that on different
continents those corresponding areas in which the cli
mate is similar have a general likeness of animal and
plant life.
A good example of how varieties may originate in
adaptation to somewhat different environment, is the
following:
The red grouse of England varies from the willow
grouse of Europe. The European grouse assumes a white
plumage in winter, while the English grouse does not.
We have every reason to believe that the two birds were
identical when the British Isles were a part of the con
tinent; but after thei dfivision occurred, the red grouse
being isolated, and the winter of England almost free
from, snow, the plumage would endanger the bird’s life,
so “the conspicuous white plumage assumed the brownish
tints of the heather.”
A very great number of varieties in animals Is the re*
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eult of a (harmonization of colors with, the surroundings
as a means of protection.
In the arctic regions where snow is perpetually on the
ground we find white a prevalent color among animals;
the polar bear, the eider duck, serve as examples.
In the desert where there is little to hide animals from
their enemies, scientists say that with scarcely an excep
tion the inhabitants have taken upon themselves the dull
hue of the sand, while in tropics amid the gorgeous color
ings of foliage and great variation, we find the most num
erous varieties of highly and brightly colored animals.
As animals move from one locality or region to an
other, a change of color is apt to result; and this is us
ually accompanied, though it may not be, with other
variations.
Darwin says: “Variations of all kinds and degrees are
directly or indirectly caused by the conditions of life to
which each being, and more especially its ancestors, have
been exposed."
Plants in the ordinary sense of the term are motion
less, yeV the seed is frequently carried long distances by
wind, water oor animals.
If the seed of a plant which normally grows on a moist
rich soil, should lodge in a sandy desert, it may reach ma
turity,providing it is capable of varying sufficiently in its
nominal structure to meet the necessities of desert life;
certain protective adaptations are necessary in desert
plants, and introduced plants must produce these features
ii they lire, in order to withstand the heat and drouth.
It has,been proven by many experiments, that plants pos
sess to a wonderful degree the faculty of varying to
adapt themselves to adverse conditions.
The principal factors of environment which are power
ful in inducing marked variations in plants are food sup
ply, water, light, temperature, altitude, growth in mari
time and 3aline regions and change of climate. Prob
ably the most important factor is the food supply. The
first and most common variation resulting from exces
sive food supply is a general increase in size; at first
aLl the parts of the plant as leaves, stems, roots, etc., in
crease in the same ratio, but if the excessive nutrition
is continued during several generations some parts of
the plant will be found to deveiop in other directions.
In some cases die fruit or flower for which the plant is
cultivated will be found to increase in slightly more than
the relative proportion as compared with other parts of
the plant. “It is by watching for these slight variations"
and propagating the plants and progeny of the plants in
which they occur, that the most valuable varieties of
our cultivated plants have been developed. The varia
tion in form and direction of growth of every branch of
the ordinary plant is largely determined by the Bight and
the struggle on the plant’s part to obtain it.
Between any two species, or between varieties of the
same species, modifications and variations may consist
In internal and physiological differences as well as in
those diffferences which the morphologist notes.
In southern France a number of plants of a species
Echium are cultivated, a part are indigenous, and a part
came from the Canary Isles; they are so nearly alike
that no external difference is perceptible. They are known
to differ in origin only. But when during the night the
frost comes, all the, Canary plants die, while the plants of
France resist.ithe frost, there is the difference of Consti
tution due to .adaptation.
Of this nature is a physiological variability in Bacillus
Authracis; while no difference at all can be discovered in
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the external appearance, three distinct types exist The
first, called the ultra-attenuated type, has lost all patholo
gical properties but may serve as a vaccine for susceptible
animals; the second type, or semi-attenuated bacillus kills
susceptible animals but serves as vaccine for the larger
The less attenuated type, which can only be used as vac
cine for the strongest animals and kills all others.
Mimicry, or protective resemblance greatly augments
the number of varieties of a species among animals; this
is especially true of insects, although mimicry is by no
means confined to them. The general make-up of insects,
their wings, size,, etc., renders it easier for them to as
sume characters that will deceive their enemies, than it
would be for the larger animals. No better example of
protective mimicry has been found than that among but
terflies. In South America there is a large and brilliant
ly colored butterfly belonging to the order Heliconidae.
These butterflies, although their habit of living, as well
as their conspicuous color would make them easy prey
to the very numerous birds about them, are scarcely ever
molested. The reason for this strange fact Is that these
butterflies are protected by a pungent odor, which makes
them disagreeable and unfit to eat. The Heliconidae are
mimicked by a family Pieridae, Papilio and many other
butterflies, as well as by some moths; a part of .the family
Pieridae are white,and a part inhabiting the same regions
as the Heliconidae have assumed the external appearance
and color of the Heliconidae so perfectly that only experts
can, upon superficial examination, distinguish the differ
ence between the mimicker and the mimicked, and birds
of course take them for the obnoxious Heliconidae. We
must notice too, that variations in habit originate after
this manner also; the mimicking insect adopts the mode
of flight as well as color of the Heliconidae.
A new food supply or a scarcity of one kind of food
often causes animals to make an almost entire change of
diet; a kind of parrot in New Zealand that formerly
lived entirely on the honey of flowers and the insects
jabout them got to picking sheep skins put out to dry by
European settlers and soon developed the habit of bur
rowing in living sheep and eating its way to the vitals.
Finally it became necessary to take measures for the
bird’s extinction.
Nothing is more interesting than to study the differ
ence in habdits of nest building that new environment
brings about. It would seem by this that even instincts
of animals (are quite subject to variation. Domestic ani
mals furnish us good examples of psychical variation.
The progeny of wild species is much more difficult to
tame and domesticate tbian that of the same species in
the domestic state; and it is claimed by good authority
that if this hereditary transmission of the acquired char
acter of tameness did not exist, that domestication would
prove impossible.
What has been said is but the slightest introduction
to the great subject of variation, but the few remarks and
examples given may possibly indicate the way in which
nature acts along this line.
Indeed, we have every reason to be proud of the
KAIMIN, not only for its literary value, but for its age.
We preserve a copy which was published in 1091.
Lost, strayed or stolon!;—A gentleman’s cuff between
Johnson’s livery stable and -the old university building.
Finder will please leave the same at 523 South First
street and receive reward.
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Latin on the Brain.

A student of the ’Varsity sat weeping in her chair,
By her side upon the table lay her long, disheveled hair;
In her left hand was a kerchief, and a textbook in heir
right,
In her mouth in desperation she held her hairpins tight.
Books and papers in confusion lay scattered all around,
Ink bottles, pens and pencils, gum and peanuts by the
pound;
But her roommate sat beside her and wiped a tear away,
As she bent with pitying glances to hear what she might
say.

“Tell my brother not ijp stay to see Ms girl later than
eight-thirty o’clock,
As that would give her landlady a most tremendous shock.
Throw all my text-books in the fire, commit them to
the flame,
Remembering that his sister died of Latin on the Brain.
“There’s another, not a brother quite, a favorite of the
girls,
You’ll know him by the hat he wears and by the cane he
twirls,
But he was always quite a flirt, too much inclined to
flatter,
Ah, friend; I fear my death to him will be no serious
matter.

The weeping student faltered, leaned back in the chair
she sat in ,
And said, “I’ve had hard studies, but the worst of all is
Latin.
Take a message and a token to those friends whose love I
claim,
For I fear that I shall soon be dead from Latin on ijae
Brain.

“And now, farewell, I scarce can see. The air it seems to
fill
With songs of college students ringing sharp and loud and
shrill.
And wMle I watch and listen all is calm and still again,
I soon shall be set free again, with Latin on the Brain.”

“Tell the faculty and students when they meet and crowd
around
To hear my mournful story on the dear old campus
ground,
That I tried to have my lessons, and Latin loved so well,
For it I lived and for it I died; and don’t forget) to tell,

Her voice grew faint and fainter, her grasp was childish
weak,
Her book fell down upon the floor, she sighed and ceased
to speak.
Her roommate thought she only slept, but the spark of
life had fled,
The student of the ’Varsity in her rocking chair sat dead.

“How from my lips, soon still in death, no one has ^rer
heard
Anything that coaid be misconstrued into a cross, com
plaining word.
Say to those of my classmates with whom I stoou in hope
Of some day in the observatory gazing through the tele
scope,
“That I tired out with waiting and that pleasure must
forego,
But have for them a parting wish, that thejr may never
know,
The anguish and the misery, thfe torture and the pain,
Of a person slowly dying with Latin on the Brain.

And from her ’neath her chamber window, sounding sweet
and soit and low,
Game a requiem sung to students—all those chums who
loved her so.
You who listen to my story, take a warning from the
same,
Don’t crowd and cram until you’re dead of Latin on ffle
Brain.
Culture.

Culture, in its broadest sense, involves the develop
ment, unfolding and enriching of one’s inner self—of
character, taste, interest and knowledge. It is that liber
ality of views and mutual self knowledge which are the
“Tell them we’ll meet above in Heaven, where all is bright results of a well spent life. Tioo many have acquired a
and clear,
false idea of the marks of culture. Some consider a man
This one glad song be on our laps: ‘There is no Latin here.’ cultured if he is a brilliant society member, or if he has
TeM my mother that her other girls will stay by her, I •any number of facts at his tongue’s end and is prepared to
guess,
divulge that “book learning” which could be found in any
And that the one she Loved next best died of stfudy— library.
-more or less.
Tlrue culture lies deeper than this. It is not the veneer
that a little tact and experience with society may give,
“My father was a scholar, too, and even when quite young, but it is the absorption of knowledge and experience so
I loved so well to hear the Roman accents from his tongue, that they are infused into every fibre, every motion of
And when one day that parent died and left us to go one’s body and become as natural as life itself.
snooks,
The prime requisites of culture are character, religion,
I let them take whate’er they would but kept his Latin openness of mind, vividness of interest, sense of the
books.
relative importance of things, and self-mastery. The
ability to see our own faults and to observe in what
“And with girlish pride I used to think what an amount some one else is superior to us, and so profit by example
of knowledge,
of others, is one of the phases of openness of mind. It
In Latin lore I’d have some day when I could go to college. has been said that every person has some special trait
But now, alas! the visions part! my dreams were all in in which he excels, and the ability to discover that trait
vain,
'
for emulation is a natural aid to culture. Egotism and
And I, instead am left to die, of Latin on the Brain,
’ ,<?• provincialism are directly opposed tq wideness of interest
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—whence to culture. He who would study human nature
must be self-forgetful, mentally alert, delving for those
deeper truths of life 'by mingling with human intellects,
reading minds and motives, and learning that universal
brotherhood which makes one feel himself a true citizen
of the world.
Knowledge of others helps us to obtain a deeper in
sight into the reasons and passions that rule our own
actions. Before we can accomplish anything of impor
tance we must analyze ourselves, see in what we are
lacking, in what we excel. This self-analysis would do
away with many of the snobs in the world; it would show
that we are no better than we really are; it would make
us humble in the consciousness of our defects, and hopefull in the thought of development; it would dissipate that
torpidity of self-satisfaction and would fill the world
with earnest men and women pressing every faculty to
its utmost activity, and securing complete development
of power 'and action.
Of tihe influences and habits tending to self-cultivation,
may be mentioned literature, work, experience and nature.
Literature acquaints us with the greatest minds; we
become familiar vrith the literature, style and experience
of the masters of all ages. Good books not only improve
the expression but influence the morals by their generous,
pure sentiments. In reading, the mind should be passive,
but open, wideawake, seeking out every suggestion by
an independent train of thought, thus depth of brain
power would follow the intelligent study of literature.
This application and alertness, whether in reading ox
In labor, unfolds the character by development of the
whole person. It paves the way for travel, society and art,
and these, if rightly improved, may be summed up in the
one word—culture.
Self application, the mingling with others in an earn
est struggle for all that is noblest in life, gives experience,
the most useful kind of education, but the most expensive.
The consummation of culture then, is a character with
out fear and beyond reproach; an intellect, not superficial
but) broad and well developed, not teeming with empty
facts, and drawing from, all these the art of right living,
a charm of manner, kindness, individuality of taste, and
the perfect mastery of self, which means not only self
control but an intimate self knowledge.
An Episode.

One day in August, 1900, our pack train was eagerly
desiring to get into camp. We were on a steep sidehill
which was overgrown with measly brushwood that slapped
us in the face as we rode through it; a storm was roaring
around us on the hilltops, and threatened to descend on
us as soon as we should arrive at that place where it
could do us -the most damage; and to crown all, night
was commencing to make things more dismal still. We
began to believe, as the minutes grew into hours, and no
end to the sidehill appeared, that it was the longest in the
world. This belief became certainty, as the rain from
the hill reached us and converted us into water
spouts. Wte were nearly happy in the thought
no one could possibly be more miserable than we. But
we were deceived; we found that there was possible
greater wretchedness.
A hypocritical old pack mule, whose 3olemn wicked
ness had always been a trial to us, now capped the climax
of her villainies by firmly refusing to budge another step.
JjJvery persuasion was used and every classic term in

refused every argument by contemptously kicking nt
every one who approached her.
The night had by this time settled down, and the
storm had increased in violence but still the ancient mule
insisted on detaining the five lords of creation who glared
at her from a measurable distance from her hoofs. After
a doleful confabulation it was finally decided that we had
to stop where we were until morning, since we could no
longer move ahead without endangering our necks oy
stumbling over the fallen timber on our trail, and then the
mule had to be considered.
So unpacking on the spot, and securing our material
as well as we could, we proceeded to meditate on the pos
sibility of drying ourselves and fixing our blankets in
such a way that we should neither become wetter nor
roll ’into the river below us, getting wet inside as well as
out. Our dilemma was solved by the discovery of a large
hole in the ground formed by an uprooted tree. Into this
friendly hole we thankfully crawled, and succeeded in un
comfortably passing the n’ght
Novels.

As to the effect which they produce on the reader,
novels may be classified in three divisions—good, bad
and indifferent.
The characteristics of good novels are varied. The
historical novel has a choice place in our libraries, and
is by no means neglected by novel readers. We all enter
into the life and spirit of sudh a story, and our interest
is quickened ‘by the feeling that the characters have an
indescribable touch of realit-'. We follow with interest
their adventures, feeling that they are flesh and blood
beings instead of imaginary.
The novels of Dickens, with their humor and pathos,
the sketches of human want and misery, inspire us with
a desire to help along, to alleviate some of the woe in
this busy world. And that beautiful story, "Beside th'd
Bonnie Briar Bush," exhibits in the most entertaining
style the honest, common place life of strong, earnest
men and women. The every day tasks so nobly per
formed, the simple thrifty life of the villagers, the modest
heroism of the doctor and his touching death scene, the
affection and grief of his old nag for him, cam not fail to
arouse in one a desire to be good, to seek the opportunity
ties of plain, every-day life instead of passively waiting
and watching for some grand opportunity that is always
coming, but never seems to arrive.
The effect of these novels is to elevate mankind by
teaching love; not that sickening, romantic kind, but
the love of the beautiful in life and nature, charity—
that is the searching for motives lying behind an action
instead of hastily judging deeds in the uncertain, flick
ering light of individual opinion, dignity of life—-the feel
ing of purpose toward which to aim our struggling facul
ties, and courage to work in the conviction that the world
is a good place and the evil is a mole hill in contrast with
tihe mountain of good and beauty and light looming up
beside it.
The bad novels in the world are numerous, and by no
means are they all enclosed in paper covers and sold for
10 cents at the news stands. The most degrading senti
ments in the world, because the most potent in evil in
fluence, are not the weak, trashy sort Tjhat only weakminded persons read, but those which pretend to deal
with iofty conceptions, but ldad to immoral or unworthy
conclusions under the guise of morality, thus soothing
the conscience by twisting duty around until it coincides
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«8r vocabulary exhausted on her, but she categorically
with desire.
The promiscuous devouring of heartless and purposeIms novels, just for the satisfaction of witnessing a grand
elimax and a happy wedding while the villain slinks off
with vain imprecations, is demoralizing. The rapidity with
Which the reader passes over the true-to-life parts—if
there are any, in order to reach the love scene in the
conservatory, is ruinous to the memory, and the unstable
passion for reading of dazzling beauties whose “golden
tendrils hover over a brow of purest ivory, whose deep
changeable eyes now beam with love, now flash forth fire,
end whose ruby lips parting disclose rows of little, pearly
teeth,” render one incapable of appreciating or thinking
of anything more wholesome than physical charms. So
any young lady who possesses some small proportion
of this facial charm, smirks and primps before her mirror
end casts an occasional glance out of her window in the
vain endeavor to find the Prince Charming of her dreams.
The last division is the indifferent. This class com
prises many well intended books, which somehow fall
short of their mark. They are too obviously superior to
the bad novels to be classed there, but they are not
literature and so can not be placed amoung the good
books. Some of these are written in charming language
but fail in effect; they have no life, no germ of truth
about which to group the shining phrases.
Others have the germ but not the charm of expres
sion. They are lost to fame because some one was de
veloped dn but one direction instead of being well rounded
in all.
These novels may serve to while away the weary
hours in a railway train, where the bustle and confusion
would not permit anything more solid, or after a hard
day’s study, as a means of relaxation; for they pass from
the mind as fleeting dream, leaving the reader freshened
by the change.
Punctuation.

The following system of punctuation was taken from
the Northwestern Instructor. It is very condensed and
has been found so extremely useful that the editor thought
it might be well to have it appear in the Kaimin:
Uses:
Mark conclusion of sentences;
Mark joined elements of sentences;
Mark pauses in reading.
Marks :
Terminal,—(.), (!), (?), (Exceptions);
Involved,—(,), (;), (:), (------ ), (“ ”), ( ) . [ ] ;
Uses of the period:
1 After declarative or imperative sentences;
2. After abbreviations, (exceptions);
Uses of the question mark:
1. After interrogative sentences;
2. After involved questions;
3. To indicate doubt.
Uses of exclamation mark:
1. After expressions of strong emotion;
2. After nominatives of address in such expressions;
3. After interjections.
Uses of %
the comma:
In simple sentences:
1. After a long subject, (exceptions);
2. Between three or more words in like relation;
3. To mark ellipses of conjunctions;
4. After pairs connected by conjunctions;

5. To set off appositive expressions;
6. After initial adjective phrases;
9. To set off an address;
10. After several prepositions having the same object.
In complex sentences:
1. Same as in simple sentences;
2. Between clauses, (exceptions);
3. To mark the ellipsis of a verb.
In compound sentences:
1. Saane as in simple and complex sentences;
2. Between independent elements (exceptions);
3. To mark ellipsis of verb.
Uses of the semicolon:
1. To separate subdivided parts;
2. To cut off an appended explanatory expression.
Uses of the colon:
1. To separate subdivided parts:
2. To introduce formal quotajtion.
Uses of the dash:
1. To mark abrupt changes;
2. To mark rhetorical pauses;
3. To mark rhetorical repetitions;
4. To set off semi-parenthetical expressions;
5. To mark omissions;
6. To close a series of dependent expressions;
7. To separate title and subject matter run in small
line.
8. To separate authors’ name and subject matter run
in same line;
Uses of parenthesis:
1. To enclose disjointed expressions;
2. To enclose interpolations.
Uses of quotaton marks:
1. To indicate words of another;
2. To indicate a quoted quotation.
MAKE-UP OF MEN.

Water is the effect of tjhe chemical affinity of Ox
ygen and Hydrogen; it may aid to form a mineral but is
only a temporary union that does not counteract the inti
mate cohesion of the gases. A man is the more ethereal
affinity of mind and soul imbedded in a tomb of matter.
Without his material life is still an individual, but
if the connection existing between soul and mind is sev
ered all sense of individuality is lost, and the man is for
ever dead; for he no longer is conscious of the distinct
and inseparable union that constitutes the man; his
elements have returned to their primal causes; but while
the soul lives and is eternal, one spark reunited tio the
parent flame, the mind that individualized that particular
spark is dead, for, the isolation of the soul is over,conse
quently the isolation or mind no longer exists.
The severence of mind and soul is evidently believed In
by the Hindoos; they maintain that the spirit of a perfect
man is drawn to Buddha, and is incorporate with him.
The Christian preaches that man retains his individ
uality afper his passage of the borders of life as bejfore;
therefore it is a doctrine that harmonizes with the in
stincts of man, a teaching that appeals to his tenderest
feelings, because it does not hold that loved ones are parted
in the homes of the future, (as the{y would be if there was
no personality,) nor the amalgamation of all in uncon
scious spiritual life. Christ asserted that every man Is
responsible; for his sins, and each are rewarded for their
good deeds; thus showing that his was essentially a
doctrine of personality.
If we retain our individualism after death it becomes
most interesting to conceive of the relation existing fie-
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tween each element of our being, but it would be useless Satin could never have sinned had not sin been known.
Man by his grand bequestjs has solved many compli
(to peer into the secret recesses of nature, unless we are
granted the presence of the distinct qualities, soul, mind cated problems of nature, the mysteries of space hare
and matter, in the integral man; t^he 'latter are almost been overcome, the lightning has been caught, its subtle
universally acknowledged as functions of man, the reality energy made his servant, its mighty power subservient
of the first is at times denied, yet this principle endows to his will. Time may no longer overtake him as lie
us with sovereignty over chaos and eternity; without this skims over the ocean or flies over continents on the wings
principle the animal designated man would have such a of all defying steam, he levels the mountains, he wreet*
flitting existance that he could not dwell with pleasure germs of power from the darkest recesses of earth, he
empties seas, mighty lakes are moulded to his will, the
on the life that led to such a dismal culmination.
In one sense if there is no soul there can be no God, undying strength of swift falling rivers cater to his
even as if there is no light there can be no sun. But if whims, the air Is his servant and all living nature bow to
there is no God our religions are myths, generated otf no*- his dominion; air, earth, fire and water obey his beheete;
thingness, having no beginning; this is contrary to the their secrets are Ms, theft* immense power is Ms strength.
inception of all other human knowledge, for human fancy Man has achieved these grand results by the might of his
and human thought require some known point from mind guided by Uhe conceptions on his spirit He may be
which to develop. Material man can conceive of things lieve that it is to one element that he is indebted for all
derived from nature. These are seen and felt by animal his power, fofr the soul derived from his maker towers
senses, but the spiritualistic world is as yet beyond our over nature with an all shadowing height, it lightens with
comprehension, and there must have been a communi imagination the material mind and quickens the inher
cation from sources higher than man to sucessfully ent Inertness of the mind to grand achievements.
Without the quality of imagination not eve® the stono
account for the presence of its doctrines on earth. No
age
could have emerged from the gloom of eternal time;
man can conceive of things beyond his scope of observ
ation; through inference he may predict me existance of man would have remained an animal chained to earth and
things he cannot see, but nothing leads his thought be daily instincts. For Invention Is imagination practically
yond the material. Observation did not give to man his applied, the materialization of images that have pre
knowledge of the spiritual world, consequently he can viously existed in the mind that induced it These im
summon no material proof of its existence; nothing in ages have even foreshadowed progress; they evolved the
nature would give primitive man an idea of life that has rough implements of the stone age aiyi made possible the
no tenuity; yet the idea was there and lives in his descen age of bronze, the age of iron, and now at Hist the grand
dants. Nations buried in the obscurity of prehistoric est of all—the age of electricity, the age of forces nearer
ages have left us legends of their dealing with this akin to the invisible powers wMch work beyond the world.
The faculty of imagination is prescient and nearly
strange problem of life. Savage peoples hidden for cen
turies in strange climes have echoed the old, old stibry prophetic for it leaps over chasms induction could neves*
of the union of flesh and spirit, of the great father who cross; it is peculiar with man and is given us so that
rules the vagaries of nature. So it is that the dawning we may realize the verity of the hereafter, and so it it
intelligence is master of a conception, that the highest the concordance of the book of nature.
Man is a trinity of spirit, mind and body, a compound
inference could not suggest to men of the greatest intel
lect. It can be proved that all inventions, all new thought of nature and nature’s God, and man in his conquests of
are the result of experimental observation, and that it is nature has achieved his great results by the union of Ms
imperious that there be some focus from which they trio existence. The body is the instrument with which
diverge; also as the spiritual world is not demonstrated the mind works. The mind plans the steps by which the
on this material earth, there must have been some mystic conceptions of the spirit are evolved. This union ia
channel by which it was known to man, and as it was present, more or less perfect in all men; but at times the
revealed to him of all nature it is certian that he partakes mind is enslaved by the flesh and cannot respond to the
in a degree of the organism of his informant, then man is whispers of the soul. But at no time can the spirit be sub
servient to mind or body; itjs promptings may be ignored
a unity of soul, mind and body.
How distinguished was man when endowed with the and its strength quiescent, yet its purifly can never be
image of his maker (no physical image, for the father is defiled; for it is a spark of a sinless being. Its growth is
not of matter); but a likeness of the invisible essence but begun and it cannot always move the mass of life,
that governs the universe. Our’s i3 a nature that can iJhough derived from a power that sustains the universe;
exist in no other point in ^|he vast expanse of space, but weak though it is, its power has been the creative
for although this earth is a copy of others in this system principle of the civilization of today.
Sublime as the achievements of the spirit have been,
of mightier ones it seems improbable that a model for
life on this sphere exists. It is improbable that another its power is doubted because it is impalpable and invis
Adam and another Eve praised God for life; or that they ible; yet as with steam its subduing force is greatest when
most invisible and its energy lessens as It approaches ma
sinned.
It would be presumptuous to assert that beings of our terial form. The mighty force of electricity which is
form do not exist, but, mem whose bodies contain tfhem- destined to do the work of the world In the next century
selves the spirit of immorta^ists, whose image is like unto Is invisible and immaterial. The enormous power dis
God do not exist, for man is man, even more flesh than played in the fiery rush of the planetary universe is gov
spirit, and if on primal worlds he were created the erned by the invisible and impalpable force of gravity. So
tempter was ever reaidy to impress his foul thoughts on the power of the spirit cannot he measured by its intang
the- sinless mind of the new born man, and ible form, and it is in no sense an unreality because it
could the father in his sorrowing anger again grant lite to cannot be grasped.
Those who disbelieve in the reality of the immortal
a being so weak that he cannot keep the dwelling of his
God-like soul undeflled? Evil has always existed; spirit are punished for their lack of logic by their very dis-
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belief; for they have read the words whiol1 are said to be
engraved over the portals of Hades "'Leave hope behind

Willie Beck has accepted a position in Bonner,
--------

all ye who enter here”. No man can be really miserable
There are queer conversations carried on in the Biwhile he retains his instinctive belief in the soul; the ology lab. now a days. What is the cause?
belief which for innumerable decajdes has calmed hhe
vibrating heart strings, roughly stirred by the sword of
the death angel that has styled the wracked mind of the
martyr as he looked upon his awful death; the belief that
relieved the deep sufferings of millions as they approach
the gateway of shadows. It is the belief that engenders
the courage of hope, the faculty that has sustained the
weary wanderers of life in moments of deepest sorrow, in
the times of crushing trouble or disgrace and raises them
to face again with steadfast heart tihe vicissitudes of fate.

£ e c a ls .
Hurrah for Prof. Hamilton!!!!
Basket ball—you bet!
Keep your temper, don’t get het!
Keep your hair on, that’s right!
Don’t get funny, go in and fight!
Mr. Hays was a recent visitor at the University and
delivered a very interesting lecture in the chapel.
The appointment of Prof. Hamilton to,. the chair
of history and physchology meets with universal aprovai
among the friends of Mr. Hamilton, who are legion.

--------

The Kaimin extends its heartfelt sympathy no George
an(] j 0e Barrel for the loss of their sister, Mrs. Mason.
-------Great alarm and consternation prevailed among the
students> wben tbey beheld the grass p]ot in front of tUe
v being slcnvly upturned. They thought it was about to
wjng Ha ffight and go in a body tbey cbarged forth in
order tQ preyent tbe loss of tbe plot or else sbare its for^unes
g0 ^ must.
The minstrels given by home talent and under the
supervision of Olaf Bye, George Greenwood, Leslie Wood
and Elmer Woodman, were a success. T!he U. of M.
seems destined to produce actors and actresses.
Miss Roxy Howell, of Butte,
University.

has returned

to the

Many of the good things which are to be found in the
exchanges are contained in the copies of the prize ora
tions, several of which are presented in various papers.
“The editor sat in her sanctum
With a solemn sanctumfied air,
The time had come for an issue,
But alas, no material was there.

What’s the matter with the naughty two’s? They’re
all right, they are, they are, they are all'right; ain’t
they La-a-a La-as!!!

The manager wanted the copy,
He asked what the matter could be*.
Said the solemn sanctumfied editor,
“No matter at all, don’t you see.”
—Willamette Collegian.

Dr. Craig recently spent a few days in Helena at
tending to University affairs.
Recently heard from the Rostrum. ’’What are the
people of this great and grand republic capable of pro
ducing? Let us, let us—.”
Basket ball suits have arrived and now the “fair
ladies” with “towsled hair” are seen desporting grace
fully about the campus.

We wish to express our admiration for the very artis
tic way in which the March number of the Baylor Literary
from Waco, Texas, was gotten up.

The junior class held a meeting a few days since in
order to thoroughly organize and let people know of
their existence. There are seventeen in the class—seven
teen 01 the brightest students in the U. Their like will
never again be known. Guy Sheridan is president and
Jeannette Rankin is secretary.

Teacher (in history)—“What was the message General
Sheridan sent to General Early the night before the
battle?”
Student—“Go Early and avoid the rush.”—Ex.

Does it speak well for tbe owneT to have a horse so
fised to tbe bard knocks that even a base ball don’t “faze”
him?

“Pa, what is a convulsion?”
“A very bad fit, my son.”
(Ten minutes later. “Say, pa, what a convulsion your
new suit is.”—Ex.

Alas! It cost forty cents to have a white sweater
washed.
The base ball nine expects to do wonders this spring.
Tbe boys practice every day with Mr. Joyce as coaeher.
The faculty is fixing up a tennis court for their ex
clusive use, and it will be a swell one,

We again feel constrained to call attention to the
excellent character of the literary portion of the
“Student.” All of the articles which appear in the April
number are well worth reading.
Teacher—“Express in a few words this sentence:
‘Mr. and Mrs. Flood drove up to the door of the house,
and stopped. Mr. Flood threw down the Teins and helped
his wife alight, then enters the house.* ” Farmer—“The
reins descended and the Floods came,”—Ex.
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You may lead a horse to water,
But you cannot make him drink.
You may send your boy to college
But you cannot make him think.

told the state of affairs, crawled on his hands and knees
in search of his son and heir, when to his astonishment
he was asked,. “Is she after you, too, father?”
—Ex.

A Vision.

In spirit I was floating down the Bitteroot valley
The Bozeman Exponent has shed its wonted garb and admiring the evidences of the approach of spring. I
comes forth with its March number in holiday attire. was drowsily winging my way over a shady lane near Lo
Occasion—Easter.
Lo when I was suddenly awakened by a marvelous sight
in the avenue beneath me. Tlwo young men were there
Street robber: “Your money or your life!”
and with them, of course, were two young ladies. Those
Pedestrian: “I am just returning from a church fair.” who understand the mathematical laws of permutation
Street robber: “Beg pardon. Here’s a nickle for car and combination will understand that the two young men
fare.”—Ex.
were not together although these young people were in
pairs.
,
' : 14 *
Willie: “What do they make talking machines of,
My interest was centered principally on one of these
Pa?”
pairs who, for some reason, did not look natural to me.
Papa: “The first one was made of rib, my son.”— On close examination, however, I found that they wdre
Ex.
natural enough, but that the gentleman was bearing on
his curly locks a flimsy phantasy which I infer belonged
Latin Professor—“Have you been through ‘De Bella to his companion, while the lady wore a chapeau which
Gallica?” Freshman (looking wise)—“ Yes, sir; but it I believe belonged to the gentleman. My mind now being
was at night and I did not see much of the country.” relieved I floated on to Missoula and meditated as I flew.
I wish Mr. L. C. or Miss------ would kindly expound to
A naughty boy one day evaded punishment by creeping me the reason for the transformation.
under the bed. Shortly after his father came, and when
G. W.

